Reducing distortions in diffusion-weighted echo planar imaging with a dual-echo blip-reversed sequence.
The inherent distortions in echo-planar imaging that arise due to inhomogeneities in the static magnetic field can lead to difficulties when attempting to obtain structurally accurate diffusion-tensor imaging data. Parallel acceleration techniques can reduce the magnitude of these distortions but do not remove them entirely. Images can be corrected using a measured field map, but this is prone to error. One approach to correcting for these distortions, referred to here as "blip-reversed" echo-planar imaging, involves collecting a second set of images with the phase encoding reversed. Here, a novel approach to collecting blip-reversed echo-planar imaging data for diffusion-tensor imaging is presented: a dual-echo sequence is used in which the phase-encoding direction of the second echo is swapped compared to the first echo. This allows benefits of the blip-reversed approach to be exploited, with only a modest increase in scan time and, due to the extra data acquired, no significant loss of signal-to-noise efficiency. A novel approach to recombining blip-reversed data is also presented, which involves refining the measured field map, using an algorithm to minimize the difference between the corrected images. The field map refinement is also applicable to conventionally acquired blip-reversed sequences.